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1. Purpose 

This document aims at presenting an overview of CertiViBE product, a software toolkit for the real-time 

processing of brain signals. 

It describes, in a very general way, the major objectives of the software and the major constraints of 

development and exploitation. 

2. Scope 

CertiViBE main purpose is to be used as a core component for the development of medical devices. The 

neurofeedback market is especially targeted. It is a software library that is able to process biometric data in 

real time. It applies an arbitrary number of signal processing formulae on the input signal. 

In such software, two classes of software components can be found: validated software and SOUP (software 

of unknown provenance). SOUP is a software that has not been developed with a known development 

process and which has unknown safety-related properties. Including a SOUP in a medical device is not 

prohibited but it requires additional controls and risk analysis. The goal of CertiViBE is to eliminate the 

burden of including it into software as a SOUP. 

To relieve such company from this inclusion load, CertiViBE will not only provide the necessary software 

features to comply to medical device norms requirements but also all the mandatory regulatory 

documentation associated with the product development, design and tests. 

It will make the integration of CertiViBE easy and safe. 

A potential customer is Mensia Technologies that works at building innovative solutions for neurofeedback 

applications. 

On the functional side, CertiViBE will provide a set of signal processing functionalities necessary for the 

development of applications in the neurofeedback market. It will be possible to add any further required 

functionalities without the necessity to modify CertiViBE itself (and thus invalidating its regulatory 

documentation). 

Another customer is Inria with the OpenViBE software. 

CertiViBE is built upon Inria’s OpenViBE software. Compared to OpenViBE, the list of features in 

CertiViBE is restricted. But emphasis will be put on the interoperability between the two programs. Thus 

CertiViBE will benefit from new research features in OpenViBE and OpenViBE should benefit from 

CertiViBE robustness and stability. 

Moreover, straightforward compatibility with Mensia Technologies applications is also required. 
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3. References 

DOCUMENT # TITLE 

EN ISO 13485 Medical Devices - Quality Management Systems - Requirements for 

Regulatory Purposes 

EN ISO 14971 Medical devices – Application of risk management to medical devices 

IEC 62304 Medical device software – Software lifecycle processes 

MEDDEV 2.1/6 January 2012 Qualification and Classification of standalone software 

Contract IILAB CERTIVIBE Contract Inria innovation lab CertiViBE 

4. Definitions 

Requirements A requirement is a need, expectation, or obligation. It can be stated or implied 

by an organization, its customers, or other interested parties. 

A specified requirement is one that has been stated (in a document for 

example), whereas an implied requirement is a need, expectation, or obligation 

that is common practice or customary. There can be many different kinds of 

requirements (e.g., design, functional, implementation, interface, performance, 

or physical requirements). 

 

5. Abbreviations 

 

6. Technical glossary 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

SOUP Software Of Unknown Provenance 

 

7. Intended Users and Use Cases 

As explained in §2 Scope, CertiViBE software aims to be used as a core component by a company for the 

development of medical devices. 
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Therefore, main intended users involved in CertiViBE use cases are:  

ID Use Cases Intended Users 

UC-01 Check and prove CertiViBE is certification 

compliant. 

Quality assurance members of a 

medical device company. 

UC-02 Validate brain signal processing pipelines for 

further integration in company products. 

Scientists with programming 

skills in a medical device 

company. 

UC-03 Create new processing capabilities for further 

integration in company products. 

Scientists with programming 

skills OR software developer in 

a medical device company. 

UC-04 Implement applications based on CertiViBE. Software developers in a 

medical device company. 

UC-05 Maintain and modify core component of 

CertiViBE. 

Software developers in a 

medical device company. 

 

7.1 Use Case Diagram  

 

 
Figure 1 - Quality Assurance Member 
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Figure 2 - Scientist 

 

 

 

Figure 3 - Software Developer 
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8. High-Level Requirements 

The high-level requirements, and their rationales, were deduced from the use cases and from the 

expectations of the Innovation Lab. 

At this level, the requirements will not provide any technical or design information. 

 

ID Requirements Rationale Use Case 

SD-01 A medical device can be built 

upon CertiViBE software up to 

class IIa. 

CertiViBE is intended to be used in medical 

devices that follow an IEC 62 304 process 

and have quality management regarding ISO 

13 485. 

UC-01 

SD-02 CertiViBE can be integrated in a 

certification process for medical 

device up to class IIa. 

CertiViBE is intended to be used in medical 

devices that follow the ISO 14 971 standard 

(risk management). 

UC-01 

SD-03 CertiViBE can be integrated as a 

core component of another 

software. 

CertiViBE is a non-GUI toolkit intended to 

be used as a building block of a medical 

application. 

    - 

SD-04 CertiViBE software can be used 

to develop a neurofeedback 

applications. 

All relevant scientific features to perform 

neurofeedback are available. 

UC-02 

UC-03 

UC-04 

UC-05 

SD-05 CertiViBE can be used on 

different platforms. 

CertiViBE must not restrain the development 

of medical devices to one specific platform. 

UC-04 

 

SD-06 New Features can easily be 

added to CertiViBE.  

Medical device or a scientific laboratory 

company must be able to extend CertiViBE 

for their own specific needs. 

For example adding a prepossessing filter 

based on Riemannian geometry that will 

operate with CertiViBE. 

UC-03 

 

SD-07 CertiViBE is easy to maintain 

and modify. 

Medical device companies or a scientific 

laboratory must be able to extend or modify 

CertiViBE for their own specific needs.  

For example add a dedicated GUI for their 

use directly in CertiViBE.  

UC-05 
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ID Requirements Rationale Use Case 

SD-08 CertiViBE software can be used 

for future development of 

Mensia Technologies software. 

Mensia Technologies is a stakeholder in the 

project and aims at using CertiViBE for their 

medical products. 

UC-04 

SD-09 CertiViBE should remain 

compatible with OpenViBE 

signal processing  

Since CertiViBE is not a complete signal 

processing solution for all intents and 

purposes, it is required that importing signal 

processing modules from OpenViBE and 

NeuroRT is as seamless as possible. This 

requirement does not concern modules that 

display graphics. 

   - 

SD-10 CertiViBE is an open-source 

software. 

The business value comes from the 

associated certification documentation thus 

source code can be publicly available to 

profit from all open-source benefits.  

   - 

SD-11 CertiViBE should be compatible 

with the OpenViBE scenario 

format. 

CertiViBE does not have authoring tools for 

signal processing pipelines, thus it is 

preferable that already existing tools remain 

compatible with it. 

UC-04 

SD-12 CertiViBE should be compatible 

with the OpenViBE signal 

recording format. 

It is preferable to not multiply file formats for 

data acquisition. The OpenViBE file format 

is used by both OpenViBE and NeuroRT and 

is extensible enough so it can be leveraged by 

CertiViBE. 
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9. CertiViBE compared to OpenViBE 

The main objective of this section is to compare CertiViBE to the neuroscience software toolkit currently 

used by Inria, Mensia Technologies and their clients and partners: OpenViBE in version 1.1.0 

 CertiViBE does not provide a user interface to build processing pipelines (see SD03) 

 CertiViBE does not provide an acquisition server (see SD03) 

 CertiViBE provides a generic acquisition service (see SD04) 

 CertiViBE provides a restricted set of processing features compared to OpenViBE equivalent to 

following OpenViBE boxes (see SD04) 

 

ID Requirements Rationale Use Case 

SD-13 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Classifier 

Trainer 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Classifier 

Trainer in the contract 

- 

SD-14 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Classifier 

Processor 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Classifier 

Processor in the contract 

- 

SD-15 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Voting 

Classifier 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Voting 

Classifier in the contract 

- 

SD-16 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Generic Stream 

Reader 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Generic Stream 

Reader in the contract 

- 

SD-17 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Generic Stream 

Writer 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Generic Stream 

Writer in the contract 

- 

SD-18 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Clock 

Stimulator in the contract 

- 
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ID Requirements Rationale Use Case 

OpenViBE box Clock 

Stimulator 

SD-19 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Time Signal 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Time Signal in 

the contract 

- 

SD-20 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Identity 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Identity in the 

contract 

- 

SD-21 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Downsampling 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Downsampling 

in the contract 

- 

SD-22 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Signal Average 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Signal Average 

in the contract 

- 

SD-23 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Simple DSP 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Simple DSP in 

the contract 

- 

SD-24 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Time Based 

Epoching 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Time Based 

Epoching in the contract 

- 

SD-25 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Regularized 

CSP trainer 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Regularized 

CSP trainer in the contract 

- 

SD-26 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Spectral 

Analysis 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Spectral 

Analysis in the contract 

- 
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ID Requirements Rationale Use Case 

SD-27 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Temporal Filter 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Temporal Filter 

in the contract 

- 

SD-28 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Windowing 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Windowing in 

the contract 

- 

SD-29 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box xDAWN 

Trainer 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is xDAWN 

Trainer in the contract 

- 

SD-30 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Crop 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Crop in the 

contract 

- 

SD-31 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Epoch Average 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Epoch Average 

in the contract 

- 

SD-32 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Channel 

Selector 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Channel 

Selector in the contract 

- 

SD-33 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Channel 

Rename 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Channel 

Rename in the contract 

- 

SD-34 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Reference 

Channel 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Reference 

Channel in the contract 

- 
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ID Requirements Rationale Use Case 

SD-35 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Stimulation 

Based Epoching 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Stimulation 

Based Epoching in the contract 

- 

SD-36 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Common 

Average Reference 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Common 

Average Reference in the contract 

- 

SD-37 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Spatial Filter 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Spatial Filter in 

the contract 

- 

SD-38 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Frequency 

Band Selector 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Frequency 

Band Selector in the contract 

- 

SD-39 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Spectrum 

Average 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Spectrum 

Average in the contract 

- 

SD-40 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Signal 

Decimation 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Signal 

Decimation in the contract 

- 

SD-41 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Player 

Controller 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Player 

Controller in the contract 

- 

SD-42 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Stimulation 

Multiplexer in the contract 

- 
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ID Requirements Rationale Use Case 

OpenViBE box Stimulation 

Multiplexer 

SD-43 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Stimulation 

Voter 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Stimulation 

Voter in the contract 

- 

SD-44 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Timeout 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Timeout in the 

contract 

- 

SD-45 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Sign Change 

Detector 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Sign Change 

Detector in the contract 

- 

SD-46 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Signal Merger 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Signal Merger 

in the contract 

- 

SD-47 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Streamed 

Matrix Multiplexer 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Streamed 

Matrix Multiplexer in the contract 

- 

SD-48 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box EBML Stream 

Spy 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is EBML Stream 

Spy in the contract 

- 

SD-49 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Matrix Validity 

Checker 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Matrix Validity 

Checker in the contract 

- 
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ID Requirements Rationale Use Case 

SD-50 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Stimulation 

Listener 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Stimulation 

Listener in the contract 

- 

SD-51 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE box Feature 

Aggregator 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Feature 

Aggregator in the contract 

- 

SD-52 CertiViBE provides a generic 

acquisition service. 

This requirement is defined in CertiViBE 

contract. The box reference is Feature 

Acquisition box in the contract 

- 

 

SD-53 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE CSV File Reader. 

This Requirement is needed for the testability 

of CertiViBE 

- 

 

SD-54 CertiViBE Software should be 

at least ISO functional with 

feature provided by the 

OpenViBE CSV File Writer. 

This Requirement is needed for the testability 

of CertiViBE 

- 
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10. Revision History 

REVISIONS 

REVISION 

LEVEL 
DESCRIPTION AUTHOR DATE 

1 Creation of document Jerome Chabrol, 

Charles Garraud 

04/11/2015 

2 Remarks and additions, separated SD-09 and SD-

11 into SD-09, SD-11 and SD-12 for clarity 

Josef Legény 31/12/2015 
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3 Removing previous box table in §9 and adding the 

current table with a SD ref for each box 

 

Acquisition box 

(reads from .dll 

loader) 

Crop EBML Stream 

Spy 

Classifier trainer Epoch 

Average 

Matrix 

Validity 

Checker 

Classifier 

Processor 

Channel 

Selector 

Stimulation 

Listener 

Voting Classifier Channel 

Rename 

Feature 

Aggregator 

Generic Stream 

Reader 

Reference 

Channel 

 

Generic Stream 

Writer 

Stimulation 

Based 

Epoching 

 

Clock Stimulator Common 

Average 

Reference 

 

Time Signal Spatial Filter  

Identity Frequency 

Band Selector 

 

Downsampling Spectrum 

Average 

 

Signal Average Signal 

Decimation 

 

Simple DSP Player 

Controller 

 

Time Based 

Epoching 

Stimulation 

Multiplexer 

 

Regularized CSP 

trainer 

Stimulation 

Voter 

 

Spectral Analysis Timeout  

Jerome Chabrol 25/01/2016 
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REVISIONS 

REVISION 

LEVEL 
DESCRIPTION AUTHOR DATE 

Temporal Filter Sign Change 

Detector 

 

Windowing Signal Merger  

xDAWN Trainer Streamed 

Matrix 

Multiplexer 

 

 

 

 

 


